
Proposal for Asha for Education (COVID Proposal – Revised in June 2021) 

Received by Jennifer Fernandes (project steward, SF) 

Sent by Project Partner SWIRD (Society for Women in Rural Development) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Thanks for telling us that ASHA can fund only 3.8 Lakh specifically for Covid relief.  So, 
at this moment we are applying only for Covid-Relief.  

For dividing the distribution in four lots, when we prepared the project proposal; we 
thought that ASHA might approve the entire amount (8, 80,000 INR), and in that case 
we would have to face difficulties to do the bulk distribution in one go. Anyway, now for 
3, 80,000 INR there is no point to divide the distribution into 4 lots.   

Hence, as per your advice we have decided to organize one distribution by spending 
11,000/- INR and the remaining amount [(3, 80,000 – 11,000) = 3, 69,000/- INR] will 
be distributed equally among all the beneficiaries as relief material kits. 

But preparation of your estimated 738 food kits will create difficulties in distributing 
those kits equally among 440 heads. 

Therefore, we will stick to prepare 440 kits by giving additional relief materials in those 
kits. 

As per our calculation the per unit relief kit cost comes to [(369,000 INR / 440 kits) = 
838.64 INR (say 838 INR. Accordingly, we are preparing our ‘REVISED BUDGET’, 
given below: - 

  
ITEMS Quantity Amount   
Amul Milk powder 400  gr. 160   
Pulse 500 gr. 62   
Soybean Chunk nutrila 800  gr. 180   
Biscuits 800  gr. 67   
Sugar 500 gr. 25   
Mustard Oil 500 gr. 93   
Bath soap (medium size) 6 pc.s 90   
Detergent Powder 600  gr. 46   
Maggi Instant Noodles 420gr. 65   
Cotton Mask (3 layers) 2 pc.s 50   
  Total amount per unit relief packets / head (INR) 838   

     
440 packets x Rs 838/ packet 3,68,720   
Packing -Transportation etc. 11,000   
Contingency to round off 280   
TOTAL                                                                     (INR) 3,80,000   



  

  

Regarding Cyclone Yaas and Amphan :- We will send you a separate mail regarding 
the impact of recent cyclone ‘Yaas’ in our locality and also about the current status of 
previous cyclone Amphan. 

  

Home School Project:-  Lastly, please let me know about the current status of the 
process of our ‘Home School Project’ revised- proposal  and its funding possibility 
before 30th June 2021. 

  

We do understand the limitations of fund raising by ASHA in recent times due to Covid-
19 impact all over globe. So SWIRD we will remain satisfied and grateful with any kind 
of support in this crisis situation. Thanks for your kind cooperation. 

Best Regards. 

  

Tuhin Chauduri, 

SWIRD 
 


